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Abstract—The programmability of Software-Defined Network-
ing (SDN) challenges the correctness and reliability of networks.
There may be design flaws as well as implementation bugs in SDN
applications. White-box testing methods with formal models rely
on source codes, which limits the applicability of these methods.
Black-box methods without behavior models cannot systemati-
cally cover an application’s functions. Most previous work has
mainly focused on design flaws and has ignored implementation
bugs. In this paper, we propose a new black-box test framework
to detect both design flaws and implementation bugs. Following
this test framework, we propose a new model, Information
Table Extended State Machine (IT-EFSM), combining a group of
parallel state machines and an abstract topology to specify the
SDN applications. We employ a model checking tool to generate
tests against design flaws and propose a test generation based
on partial composition, symmetry simplification on the topology
and topology simulated execution to expose implementation bugs.
The experimental results of the testing process demonstrate the
effectiveness and applicability of our method.

I. INTRODUCTION

Software-Defined Networking (SDN) promises to ease the

development and deployment of new network functions. This

framework supplies high programmability by decoupling the

control and data planes. Unfortunately, a high risk of software

faults results. As the core of the SDN network, SDN applica-

tion quality determines the correctness and reliability of SDN

networks. Testing is the most important method of exposing

faults and improving an SDN application’s quality. Many

researchers have worked on the testing of SDN applications.

Numerous studies have contributed to white-box SDN ap-

plication testing with formal models [1]–[6]. Most such studies

extract formal models from the source codes and perform

model verification. These white-box methods may include

more details in extracted models. However, they suffer from

certain shortcomings. Even if we have the source codes, we

still need to develop different white-box testing tools for

different programming languages of the SDN applications.

This limits the applicability of these methods.

To overcome the limitations of white-box methods, some

researchers have proposed black-box methods for SDN appli-

cation testing [7]–[9]. Because of their lack of dependence

on source codes, black-box methods can be applied to appli-

cations from multiple platforms. Black-box methods without

formal models can avoid the state space explosion issue.

However, such methods cannot ensure systematic coverage.

There are very few black-box methods with formal models.

However, their models are coarse grained and are not suitable

for specifying application behaviors.

Furthermore, most previous work, on both white-box and

black-box methods, has mainly focused on design flaws and

has ignored implementation bugs. As is well known, faults

may be introduced in different stages of the software lifecycle.

Design flaws are the results of mistakes or oversights at the

design level, which cannot satisfy given requirements. Imple-

mentation bugs are mistakes made in development, which lead

to differences between codes and designs. SDN applications

are also software and suffer from both design flaws and im-

plementation bugs. However, most previous work has detected

faults in applications with checking against common rules

in networks, such as connectivity, no forwarding loops, and

no black holes. As a result, logical faults, which are usually

design flaws, violating the network invariants can be detected.

Simultaneously, in addition to common network rules, each

application should have its specified features. For example,

both a load balancer and a router can ensure connectivity,

but they have different features and should not be tested

in the same manner. There may be some implementation

bugs that break the applications’ specified features but do not

violate the network invariants. Such bugs can go undetected

by these testing tools. We can define new network invariants

for an application’s specified features. However, how does one

cover the functions of the applications? Manually defining an

invariant for each behavior of each application is obviously

not a good solution.

In this paper, we attempt to present a formal black-box

testing method for SDN applications. We establish the models

with functionality documents and not the source codes. The

models cannot describe the details of the source codes. How-

ever, they can specify the observable behaviors of the SDN

applications. Moreover, it can be applied to applications from

different platforms due to the code independence. We use this

to expose both design flaws and implementation bugs. As the

basis of our method, we define the concept of Information
Table Extended Finite State Machine (IT-EFSM), which is

formed by combining multiple component state machines and

an abstract topology. This concept can specify the applications’

behaviors and their networks.

For design flaws, we use model-checking-aided generation.
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We employ model checking tools to check the formal model

against design flaws and facilitate the generation. For imple-

mentation bugs, we propose a test generation method based on

partial composition. For multi-component models, an intuitive

method for test generation is to search the global state space.

This can easily lead to a state explosion. As an alternative, we

combine partial composition and symmetry simplification on

topology to alleviate the risk of state space explosion. We can

use existing generation methods to derive basic test sequences

from the composition. The basic test sequences only cover a

single node in the topology. However, we want to generate test

sequences covering multiple nodes in the topology. Therefore,

we use the simulated execution on the topology to generate the

extended test sequences from the basic sequences. Finally, we

apply our approach to typical SDN applications from different

controller platforms. The test results validate the effectiveness

and applicability of our method.

The contributions of this paper are as follows:

1. A black-box test framework for SDN applications. Based

on formal models, we can expose both design flaws and

implementation bugs.

2. A new model for specifying SDN applications. We com-

bine multiple component state machines with an abstract

topology. IT-EFSM can precisely describe the interactions

between SDN applications and their networks.

3. A test generation method for IT-EFSM. We use partial

compositions and symmetry simplification on topology

to reduce the scale of the state space. We use topol-

ogy simulated execution to generate test sequences for

multiple nodes in the networks. As a result, our method

can systematically cover the applications’ behaviors and

topologies and alleviate the state space explosion issue.

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. The

related works are stated in Section II. We state our motivation

in Section III and propose our test framework in Section

IV. We present our new model in Section V, followed by

our test generation in Section VI. In Section VII, we apply

our approach to SDN applications from different controller

platforms. We conclude our work in Section VIII.

II. RELATED WORKS

We compare our approach with related works, including

white-box and black-box methods for SDN application testing,

and data plane verification for SDN networks.
1) White-box testing methods: Because many SDN con-

trollers are open-source systems, most SDN application testing

works are on white-box methods extracting models from

source codes. NICE [1], [2] is a tool for testing OpenFlow

controller applications. NICE combines model checking and

symbolic execution to explore the behavior of the whole

OpenFlow application. VeriCon [3] designs a new language

CSDN to describe SDN applications. Then, it turns the model

into First-Order Logic and uses a theorem prover to verify

the model. FlowLog [4] is a northbound API development

language. Its compiler can transform a program into verifiable

code. These white-box methods depend on an application’s

source code. They cannot test applications developed under

languages that the methods do not support. Our black-box

method does not rely on source codes, and thus, it can test

different controller platforms.

2) Black-box testing methods: We first discuss black-box

methods without formal models. Scott et al. [7] presented

an approach for SDN controller troubleshooting. They could

find a sequence of inputs triggering a bug. Their tool, STS,

supplies a black-box fuzz tester that can generate network

events by probability. The tool can test multiple controller

platforms without requirements on their source codes. How-

ever, because of the absence of a formal model, their tool

cannot systematically cover the behaviors of the applications.

Then, we discuss black-box methods with formal models.

Lebrun et al. [8] presented a formal language: Data Path

Requirement Language (DPRL). They used DPRL to describe

the requirements of data paths and to generate test packets.

Miserez et al. [9] used a happens-before (HB) model and

commutativity rules to describe the concurrent relation in SDN

networks. They implemented an analyzer called SDNRACER

to detect concurrent violations. The coarse-grained models in

these black-box methods limit the testing capabilities of these

methods. Skowyra et al. [10], [11] presented a composable

verification platform for SDN networks. They provided a

component model library and a constrains library to ease

development of SDN networks’ model. Their tool Verificate

composed the component models and translated the composi-

tion into other model languages for other model checkers. It

was a model verification work and no tests were generated for

SDN applications’ behaviors. Our IT-EFSM can describe both

applications’ behaviors and their topology. The generated tests

can ensure systematic coverage of the formal models.

3) Data plane validation methods: Anteater [12] provided

offline invariant checking. This method transforms network

invariant checking into Boolean satisfiability problems and

uses an SAT solver for validation. Similarly, Header Space

Analysis (HSA) [13] is another offline invariant checking

solution. This technique presents a header space, and each

data packet can be observed as a point in the header space.

VeriFlow [14] extends the ideas of Anteater with specialized

algorithms to enable real-time verification. NetPlumber [15]

is the runtime extension of HSA. Lopes et al. [16] presented

the Network Optimized Datalog (NoD) as a verification tool.

NoD used a new filter-project operator and a symbolic header

representation to scale to lager header spaces. Fayaz et al.

[17] presented a test tool, BUZZ, for stateful middleboxex.

They specified formal models and then generated test traffic.

They provided a model library of middleboxes. Stoenescu et

al. [18] presented a Symbolic Execution Friendly Language

(SEFL) and a data plane verification tool, SymNet. It can

verify networks containing routers and NATs in seconds.

Panda et al. [19] presented verification method for networks

with middleboxes. They divided a network into several small

slices, and check invariants against each slice.

First, these verification methods cannot detect faults prior to

network deployment. Second, these tools only check common
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rules of networks and thus cannot ensure coverage of the SDN

applications’ functions.

III. MOTIVATION

As mentioned, there may be both design flaws and im-

plementation bugs in SDN applications. Many researchers

have contributed to testing methods for design flaws but have

ignored implementation bugs. Therefore, in this section, we

illustrate implementation bugs in SDN applications. We insert

some bugs into an application’s source code and attempt to

expose them with typical SDN testers. Because data plane

validation methods cannot detect bugs before deployment,

we choose one tester based on a white-box testing method,

NICE [2], and another tester based on a black-box testing

method, STS [7]. Because NICE only supports the controller

NOX-Classic [20], we choose the SDN application pyswitch
of NOX-Classic as our example implementation. It is an

implementation of a MAC-Learning switch and learns the

source MAC addresses and ingress ports; then, it forwards the

subsequent data packets according to the learned information.

1) BUG I: No LLDP Filter: As shown in Fig.1, pyswitch
should filter out Link-Layer Discovery Protocol (LLDP) Pack-

ets. The LLDP is a protocol used specifically for L2 devices

such as switches. This protocol is usually useless for hosts. We

disable this feature and perform testing with NICE [2] and STS

[7]. Both methods cannot find this bug. This is as expected

because they only check network invariants (or properties) and

not the specified features of applications.

if packet.type == ethernet.LLDP_TYPE:
return CONTINUE

Fig. 1. Filter out the LLDP packets in pyswitch

2) BUG II: Incorrect in port in Packet-Out: As shown in

Fig.2, if the destination MAC address of a packet has not

been learned, pyswitch should send a Packet-Out message

to the switch for flooding this packet out. We modify the

inport to inport+1 and also perform testing with NICE and

STS. Both testers cannot find this bug. The switch model of

NICE does not check the inport field before forwarding. The

switch model of NICE forwards packets without checking the

inport. STS employs Header Space Analysis (HSA) [13] for

invariant checking. However, HSA calculates the connectivity

with inport, outport and the IP addresses of the flow entries;

it cannot find errors in the Packet-Out or matching fields of

transport ports. According to [21], this is a common weakness

in certain invariant checkers relying on the networks forward-

ing information base such as VeriFlow [14] and NetPlumber

[15]. The 2 bugs stated above are both implementation bugs

inst.send_openflow(dpid, bufid, buf,
openflow.OFPP_FLOOD, inport)

Fig. 2. Send Packet-Out in pyswitch

that do not violate network invariants (or properties). NICE

and STS cannot detect these bugs because these tools only

check network invariants (or properties). Even if they supply

an interface for user-defined network invariants (or properties),

there is no explicit method to develop network invariants (or

properties) that can ensure coverage of the SDN applications’

behaviors. How can we catch the implementation bugs? If we

specify an SDN application’s behaviors and its topology with

a formal model, we can generate tests from the model. The

tests achieving systematic coverage should cover the elements

of the model following certain criteria.

IV. TESTING FRAMEWORK
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Fig. 3. Testing framework

As stated above, there may be both design flaws and imple-

mentation bugs in SDN applications. We propose a black-box

testing framework can reveal both issues.

As the basis, we present a formal model, IT-EFSM, to

specify the SDN applications’ behaviors and their networks.

As shown at the top of Fig.3, we use a group of component

state machines to specify the applications’ behaviors and add

an abstract topology into our model. Ideally, well-designed

applications should have design models, and we can easily

transform them into our model. However, realistic applications

may only have some functionality documents, such as user

guide manuals; we have to build the model according to the

application’s functions and its topology. This model may be

rough, but it can be used for different platforms’ applications

with the same functions. In addition, we can make further

revisions during the testing practice.

Design flaws are faults in the design phase. If we perform

model verification with design models, we can find these flaws.

To expose design flaws, we propose a model-checking-aided

generation method, as shown in the left part of Fig. 3. First, we

extract the constraints from the common rules of the networks,

which are similar to network invariants (or properties). Then,

the model checker can validate our formal models against the

constraints. If there are design flaws violating the constraints,

the model checker should output counter examples. Finally,

we can use our converter to translate these counter examples

into executable TTCN-3 test cases. TTCN-3 [22] is a test

specification language developed and standardized by ETSI
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(European Telecommunications Standards Institute) and is

well accepted by the telecom industry.

For implementation bugs, we propose a test generation

method for achieving systematic coverage, as shown in the

right part of Fig. 3. We want to make a composition of

the component state machines’ reachability graph to employ

existing FSM-based methods for test generation. However, the

number of components may be huge, and the composition

of all such components will lead to state space explosion.

To address this problem, we propose some simplifications in

our method. First, we use partial composition instead of the

composition of all the components. As mentioned, we use IT-
EFSM to specify the information storing in the application.

The information is collected from the switches; therefore,

we can divide the component state machines into groups

corresponding to different switches. Furthermore, because the

component state machines also have information about the

end hosts in the topology, we can select state machines in

the same group for partial composition based on the end-to-

end host pairs. Second, we perform symmetry simplification

(denoted as Sym-Simplification) on the topology. In theory, we

need to perform partial composition of all state machine pairs

to achieve coverage of a group. However, some topologies

have a symmetrical structure; therefore, a pair of hosts may

be very similar to other hosts. Consequently, the pairs of

state machines corresponding to the host pairs may be very

similar to each other. For this situation, we can only choose

one pair of state machines among the similar pairs for the

partial composition. We use FSM-based generation methods

to derive test sequences from the composition. Because the

state machines for composition are corresponding to the same

switch, these test sequences only contain the inputs/outputs of

a single switch. We call these sequences single test sequences.

We use simulated execution on the topology to generate

the extended test sequences from the single sequences. We

extract the input messages from the single test sequences

and simulate sending and receiving on the topology of the

model. We can obtain the extended test sequences containing

the inputs/outputs of all the relevant nodes in the network.

The single test sequences can cover all the transitions and

states in the compositions. The extended test sequences can

cover all the nodes in the topology. Consequently, our method

can achieve systematic coverage. Because the test sequences

generated are abstract sequences, we finally convert them into

TTCN-3 test cases.

After test generation, we can execute the TTCN-3 cases for

both design flaws and implementation bugs in a TTCN-3 test

system. In this paper, we use PITSv3 [23], a TTCN-3 test

system developed by the authors.

V. FORMAL MODEL

An SDN-based network is controlled by SDN applications.

On the one hand, it is necessary for the applications to obtain

a global view of the networks. To achieve this target, the

applications usually need to store some information, such as

the Network Information Base (NIB), which may be collected

in both active and passive manners. On the other hand,

SDN applications can modify the configurations of nodes in

the topology (such as switches) by installing rules. These

modifications will change the behaviors of the networks.

The SDN applications and the network topologies are

closely related. However, most models do not involve a

topology. It is necessary to include topologies in the model

specifying the SDN applications.

A. Defining IT-EFSM

Because of the existence of topology information, it is

difficult to describe an SDN application with an ordinary

single-component model. In previous works, researchers have

usually used variables of EFSM models to describe data.

EFSM is a state machine model with variables, conditions

and data operations. That model is widely used for modeling

protocol systems [24]–[26]. If we store the topology infor-

mation into one state machine, we will need variables with

complicated structure, and the total number of variables may

be unacceptable huge. Therefore, we should use a multiple-

component model to specify the SDN applications.

We present a new model: IT-EFSM. We use an information

table to describe the information stored in SDN applications.

Each entry of the information table can be viewed as a

component state machine. These machines work in parallel.

Furthermore, we add an abstract topology structure into our

model in addition to the component state machines. The

nodes in the abstract topology are simplified and can only

perform some basic behaviors such as sending, receiving, and

forwarding.
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Fig. 4. General structure of the IT-EFSM model

Fig.4 shows the general structure of our formal model,

including state machines and abstract topology. The handler
component processes the Packet-in control messages. It can

filter some messages and extract header information from the

messages and then save the information into an information
table. We use a group of parallel components to specify the

information table. Each entry component is identified by a

unique id and behaves in the same way as the other com-

ponents. It addresses specific data passing from the handler,

generates packet-out messages and installs rules on switches.

The topology in this figure is only an example; we can modify

the nodes and the links to comply with test requirements. The

links between the controller and the switches are plotted as

dashed lines simply to provide a clear illustration.
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B. Modeling SDN Applications
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Fig. 5. State machines of MAC-Learning

For validation and further testing, we model 2 typical

SDN applications: MAC-Learning and a stateful firewall. The

inputs/outputs are given in the ?in/!out format.

Fig.5 shows the details of the MAC-learning application’s

component models. This application keeps a MAC table for

forwarding. First, the handler filters LLDP messages. Then,

it extracts specific data < dpid, src, dst, inport > from other

Packet-in messages and sends the data to corresponding entries
of the MAC table for processing. The entry is identified by

(sw id,mac), which can be obtained from the data sent from

the handler. The handler sends the data to entry(dpid, src)
for MAC-Learning and to entry(dpid, dst) for forwarding.

The Null state of the entry means that this MAC is not in the

MAC table. When this MAC and ingress port are learned, the

entry moves into the recorded state. Different outputs will be

generated according to different states of entry(dpid, dst) and

values of inport. Moreover, the ingress port can be updated

in the recorded state.
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Fig. 6. Component models of Stateful Firewall

The models of the stateful firewall are plotted in Fig.6.

This application includes a connection table that saves

the connections between internal hosts and external hosts.

The connections contain not only TCP connections but

also request/reply pairs of ICMP and UDP. The handle
gets data < sip, dip, sp, dp, proto, inport > from Packet-

in messages and sends the data to the corresponding en-
tries of the connection table. The entry is identified by

(sw id,[sip,dip,sp,dp,proto]), which can be obtained from the

data sent from the handler. If the packet is from a trusted

internal interface (inport==in), the handler sends the data to

entry(dpid, [sip, dip, sp, dp, proto]). If the packet is from an

external interface (inport==out), the handler sends the data to

entry(dpid, [dip, sip, dp, sp, proto]). This means that external

packets are processed based on the connections initialized

from internal hosts. The Null state of the entry means that

this connection has yet to be initialized. The external packets

attempting to start this connection should be dropped. If

an internal host initializes this connection, the entry will

move into the recorded state. In addition, the packet will

be forwarded out, and a flow entry will be installed. Then,

the external packets replying to the internal host can pass the

firewall, and the corresponding rule will be installed.
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Fig. 7. Topologies for SDN

Fig.7 shows some typical SDN topologies. To detect possi-

ble forwarding loops, we need a topology with cycles such

as the left topology. To test other faults, we should avoid

the distraction of the forwarding loops. Therefore, we need

a topology without cycles. The linear topology in the middle

is a good choice. For the stateful firewall application, we only

need one switch; therefore, we can use the right topology. For

other testing, test engineers may build other topologies.

VI. TEST GENERATION

When the model of an SDN application is ready, we can

perform test generation to derive test suites. On the one hand,

we employ model checking tools to expose possible design

flaws in the formal model. On the other hand, we propose an

algorithm to generate test sequences from the formal model

for implementation bugs. Because the former process is simple

and has been stated in Section IV, we only present our test

generation for implementation bugs in this section.

As stated in Section V, there are multiple component state

machines and the abstract topology in an IT-EFSM model.

For systematic coverage, we need to produce a composition

FSM of the component state machines and use an FSM-based

method to generate test sequences. Composing all components

together to explore the global state space is the most straight-

forward method. However, the scale of the state space will be

unacceptably huge. As a result, we present our test generation

method with several simplifications to alleviate the state space

explosion issue.

A. Partial Composition

If we use each combination of all the values of an EFSM’s

state and variables to denote a state, we can obtain an FSM.

This FSM is called the reachability graph of the EFSM. For

our IT-EFSM, the reachability graph is a composition FSM of

the component state machines’ reachability graphs. The scale
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of the composition FSM’s state space is roughly equivalent

to the product of the states of the component state machines’

reachability graphs. The composition of all the components

will obviously lead to state space explosion.
To alleviate the state space explosion issue, we prefer partial

composition rather than global composition. We use the SDN

application MAC-Learning in Fig.5 for illustrative purposes.

Supposing that this application works in the topology shown

in the middle of Fig.7, we use an IT-EFSM to specify the

application, and its components will be organized as in the

structure in Fig.8. Each entry has a switch ID; therefore,

the component state machines can be divided into several

groups corresponding to different switches. Because each

switch works independently of the other switches, the com-

position of component state machines with different switch

IDs (such as entry(sw2,A) and entry(sw2,B)) is meaningless

for testing. Furthermore, the function of the application is

forwarding data packets from end to end. We can generate

a composition of the state machines corresponding to two end

hosts. If we finish generating compositions of all pairs of the

components corresponding to the same switch, such as all pairs

of entry(sw1,A), entry(sw1,B) and entry(sw1,C), we can cover

the group of state machines corresponding to this switch.
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Fig. 8. Components of MAC-learning model

We use the composition of entry(sw1,A), entry(sw1,B) and

the handler in Fig.8 as an example. Because the MAC-

Learning application does not modify or delete the installed

rules, the packets being continuously sent to a moving host

will prevent the installed rules from expiring and will lead

to packets being permanently lost. This is a well-known

design flaw. However, we build the partial composition for the

testing of implementation bugs, and we can make some further

simplifications. Because the host does not move, the variable

recording the port will not change in value. We can ignore the

variable in the composition. We can also omit the transitions

about hosts moving in the state machines of the MAC-

Learning model. Furthermore, we should consider other hosts

that are not contained in the composition but that may interact

with the hosts in the composition. Therefore, we need to add

input/output messages from others into the composition. We

do not consider the states of the other component machines.

Fig.9 shows the resulting composition from adding messages

from other nodes (Host C in this example) to the composition.

We use PI(C→A) denoting the Packet-In message containing

the data packet from Host C to Host A. Similarly, PO(flood),
PO(PA) and FM(fwd PA) denote the Packet-Out-Flood

message, the Packet-Out message forwarding a data packet to

port PA and the Flow-Mod message with forwarding action

to port PA, respectively.
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Fig. 9. Partial composition of MAC-Learning with other messages

B. Sym-Simplification of Topology

To achieve the best coverage, we should form the composi-

tions of all state machine pairs. However, in testing practice,

we make further simplifications based on the symmetry of the

topology. We use the topology in the middle of Fig.7 as an

example. As stated above, we choose the state machines cor-

responding to the first switch; therefore, we obtain three pairs,

<entry(sw1,A), entry(sw1,B)>, <entry(sw1,A), entry(sw1,C)>
and <entry(sw1,B), entry(sw1,C)>, to be composed and gen-

erated. However, we notice that the host pair A/B is symmetric

with the host pair B/C in the topology. This will be costly, and

it makes little sense to test both compositions <entry(sw1,A),
entry(sw1,B)> and <entry(sw1,B), entry(sw1,C)>. We can

simply choose one composition. In the worst case, the topol-

ogy is not symmetric, and we cannot make simplifications.

C. Simulated Execution of Topology

We can use FSM generation methods to derive test se-

quences from the partial compositions. The test sequence is

a series of inputs and outputs between the implementation

under test (IUT) and the tester such as Packet-In and Packet-

Out messages. Because the composition corresponds with only

one switch of the topology, these sequences only contain

the behaviors of one node. We call these sequences single
test sequences. We use the topology in the middle of Fig.7

for illustration. All three switches may communicate with

the application. Therefore, the final test sequences should

contain multiple nodes in the topology. We can denote them

as extended test sequences. We perform a simulated execution

on the topology to form extended test sequences. During this

process, we do not compose nodes in the topology; therefore,

this will not increase the scale of the state space.

We use the MAC-learning application under the topology

shown in the middle of Fig.7 for illustration. We can extend

an input of the single test sequence into a series of inputs and

outputs between the IUT and all the switches. Because it is

extended from an input, for convenience, we call this series of

inputs and outputs extended inputs. If we repeatedly extend all

inputs of the single test sequences into the extended inputs, we

can generate the extended test sequences. Supposing that there

is an input Packet-In(B→A), we can derive the extended input

through simulated execution on the topology. The processing
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Fig. 10. An example of an extended input

is shown in Fig.10. We extract the data packet Packet(B→A)
and start the simulated execution at Host B (Message 1).

1) We can locate Switch 2 from the link of Host B. Because

there is no rule in Switch 2 matching Packet(B→A),
Switch 2 should send Packet-In(B→A) to controller (Mes-

sage 2). Following the model, controller should send

Packet-Out-Flood to Switch 2 (Message 3).

2) When Switch 2 receives the Packet-Out-Flood, it should

send out Packet(B→A) on each port of Switch 2, ex-

cept for the ports connecting to Host B and controller
(Messages @4 and #4). In other words, it forwards

Packet(B→A) to Switch 1 and Switch 3. Because Switch 1
and Switch 3 work in parallel, there will be 2 interleaving

branches: branch @ and # in Fig.10.

3) In each branch, when Switch receives Packet(B→A) (Mes-

sage @4 or #4) matching no record, a Packet-In(B→A)
(Message @5 or #5) will be sent to the controller.

The controller should send Packet-Out-Flood to the

Switch (Message @6 or #6). Then, the Switch forwards

Packet(B→A) to the Host (Message @7 or #7).
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Fig. 11. Example message sequence

Fig.11 shows the message sequence. The messages in

each branch are in sequential order such as @4,@5,@6,@7.

However, there is no order among the messages in different

branches. For example, #6 may occur after or before @5. In

testing practice, we use a centralized test architecture. There

is one tester and one IUT. The switches are simulated by

different ports of the tester. Because we send test messages

to the IUT one by one, the test sequence should be serialized.

In this paper, we use Breadth-First Search (BFS) to traverse

each branch. The sequence should be in a form similar

to 1,2,3,@4,#4,@5,#5,@6,#6,@7,#7. Because the IUT is the

SDN application and the other nodes of the topology are

simulated by the tester, the messages between the hosts and

the switches are internal messages of the tester (plotted as

dashed lines). Consequently, we can only keep the messages

sent and received between the switches and the controller

(plotted in solid lines). The final extended sequence should

be 2,3,@5,#5,@6,#6.

If we use the distributed test architecture, the branches of

the above sequences can be executed by different distributed

testers. There is no need to serialize the branches. The dis-

tributed test architecture is beyond the scope of this paper.

During the simulated execution, the data packets are gen-

erated and saved into the extended test sequences. Because

they are only simulated messages, we will ignore them when

performing testing. In practical testing, we send the Packet-

In messages to the IUT one by one, and then, we receive

the Packet-Out and Flow-Mod messages from the IUT. If

the messages that we received are in the same order and

are formatted similar to the messages in the extended test

sequence, we give the IUT a pass verdict.

Algorithm 1: TGT: Test Generation with Topology

Input: IT-EFSMs Model, Topology Topo
Output: Test Suite TS

1 Initialize Test Suite TS := Ø;

2 Composition Group CG:=Sym-Simply(Topo);

3 foreach Group g in CG do
4 Composition FSM cp := Compose(g,Model);
5 Single Test Sequences sts cp := FSMGen(cp);

6 Extended Test Sequences ets cp:= Ø;

7 foreach sequence seqi in sts cp do
8 Initialize extended sequence Eseqi:= Ø;

9 foreach inputj in seqi do
10 Extract Packet pj from inputj ;

11 Locate Host pj .src in Topo;

12 Initialize extended input Einputj ;

13 Einputj :=
Forward_Extend_Single_Test
(pj@pj .src.port,Model,Topo);

14 Eseqi+ = Einputj ;

15 ets cp+ = Eseqi;

16 TS+ = ets cp;

Algorithm 1 shows our test generation method. The symbols

Model and Topo are the set of component state machines and

the abstract topology, respectively. First, we initialize the set

of test suites as an empty set (Line 1). Second, we perform

symmetry simplification on the topology and select component

groups for partial composition (Line 2). Third, we compose

the state machines corresponding to each group of CG (Line
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4) and employ an FSM generation method to derive single

test sequences from the compositions (Line 5). Fourth, we

initialize the set of extended test sequences (Line 6) and extend

each single test sequence (Line 7). The process of extending

starts with the initialization of an extended test sequence (Line

8). We extract the initial data packet (Line 10) from each

input (Packet-In message) of a single test sequence (Line 9).

The host that sends these data packets to the network can

be located in the topology Topo (Line 11). We initialize a

sequence to save the extended inputs and outputs. Because

this sequence is extended from an input of the single test

sequence, we call it an extended input (Line 12). We can pass

the data packet and the port of the sending host to the function

Forward Extend Single Test to generate a complete extended

input (Line 13). The extended test sequence can be formed by

assembling all extended inputs (Line 14). Then, we put them

into the set of extended test sequences (Line 15). We can finish

the set of test suites by repeating this process and merging all

sets of extended test sequences together (Line16).

Algorithm 2 shows the details of the function For-

ward Extend Single Test. This function performs simulated

executions to extend the single inputs into the extended inputs.

The nodes in a topology should work in parallel. However,

in the testing under the centralized test architecture, a test

sequence is a group of inputs/outputs performed in a serial

manner. This algorithm is a BFS method with a queue (Line

1). It will search the interleaving branches in the topology

and generate serialized test sequences as the results. We also

initialize a sequence to store the result (Line 2). Initially, we

push the argument, including a data packet and a port, into the

queue (Line 3). Then, we start a loop, repeatedly pulling out

an element p from the queue (Line 5). We can obtain the port

that is at another end of the link. For different types of this

port, we perform different branches. First, we skip host ports

(Line 7). This means that the search will end when all data

packets arrive at host nodes. Second, if the port is a switch port

(Line 8), we will deal with Packet-Out-Flood message (Line

12-14), Flow-Mod & Packet-Out messages (Line 15-17) and

data packets (Line 18). We generate subsequent messages and

push them into the queue. Third, if the port is a controller port

(Line 25), we need to interact with the model, therein giving

it the input and receiving the output from it (Line 26-28). As

stated above, the test sequence only includes the inputs and

outputs between the switches and the controller. We only save

the control packets into the result sequence (Line 23 and 27).

Finally, the generated sequences remain as abstract se-

quences. We translate them into executable TTCN-3 test cases.

VII. TESTING PRACTICE

In this section, we apply our method to the SDN appli-

cations: MAC-Learning and stateful firewall. Our black-box

method does not depend on the SDN applications’ source

codes. Therefore, we can test implementations working on

different platforms. Moreover, two typical testers, NICE [2]

and STS [7], are used for comparison.

Algorithm 2: Forward Extend Single Test(packet@port,
model, topo)

1 Initialize Queue Q;

2 Initialize Sequence SEQ;

3 ENQUEUE(Q, packet@port);
4 while Q is not empty do
5 p := DEQUEUE(Q);

6 if p.port.link.anotherend is a Host Port then
7 continue;

8 else if p.port.link.anotherend is a Switch Port then
9 Locate Switch

sw := p.port.link.anotherend.parent;
10 if p.packet is not a Packet then
11 Extract Packet pkt, Ingress Port inp and

Forwarding Port fp from p.packet;

12 if p.packet is a Packet-Out-Flood then
13 foreach port op ∈

(sw.ports− inp ∧ p.port.link.anotherend)
do

14 ENQUEUE(Q, pkt@op);

15 else if p.packet is a Flow-mod&Packet-Out then
16 Update sw.flow with instruction of p.packet;
17 ENQUEUE(Q, pkt@fp);

18 else if p.packet is a Packet then
19 if p.packet match sw.flow then
20 ENQUEUE(Q, p.packet@flow.port);

21 else
22 Generate Packet-in pi of p.packet;
23 SEQ+ = pi@sw.control port;
24 ENQUEUE(Q, pi@sw.control port);

25 else if p.port.link.anotherend is a Controller Port
then

26 Generate Output o and its Port o port from

model with p.packet;
27 SEQ+ = o@o port;
28 ENQUEUE(Q, o@o port);

29 return SEQ;

For MAC-Learning applications, because NICE can only

test NOX-Classic applications, we choose pyswitch [20] as

our first IUT. We also choose LearningSwitch of Floodlight

[27] as another IUT.

For stateful firewall applications, several types of stateful

firewalls have been presented in various research papers. These

firewalls use different information to identify the connections.

We implement three simplified stateful firewall applications

based on the Secure Stateful Firewall [28] of Ryu [29].

1. Trusted List: The simplest method is to maintain a trusted

list [30]. Only the remote hosts (hosts outside the firewall)

in the list can send packets to the local hosts (hosts inside
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the firewall). If a remote host is accessed by a local host,

the firewall adds the remote host to the trusted list.

2. Host Pairs: Storing the host pairs [31] may provide better

protection. When the local hosts send packets to the remote

hosts, the application records the communicating host pairs.

A remote host can only sends packets to the local host in

the same host pair.

3. Port-Level Information: We can save both network layer

address pairs and transport layer port pairs. The packets

from unexpected remote hosts and even unexpected ports

of the expected remote host will be refused.

4. Secure Stateful Firewall: The application in [28] records

the information, including hosts, ports and protocols. Only

packets matching all this information can pass through the

firewall. This method is supposed to be more secure.

Furthermore, the developer can use other information to

identify the connections. In this paper, we do not attempt to

implement the best stateful firewall; therefore, the above four

applications are sufficient for understanding our method.
In summary, as shown in Table I, we test 6 implementations

of 2 SDN applications working on 3 controller platforms.

TABLE I
IMPLEMENTATION UNDER TEST

Application Platform Implementation

MAC-Learning
NOX-Classic pyswitch

Floodlight LearningSwitch

Stateful Firewall Ryu

Trusted List
Host Pairs

Port-Level Information
Secure Stateful Firewall

A. Exposing Design Flaws
We input the models into the model checker, SPIN, and the

design flaws are found. We translate the counter examples into

TTCN-3 test cases. Then, we execute them against the IUTs.
1) MAC-Learning:

(a) Blackhole: pyswitch will not delete the previously in-

stalled flow entries. When the connection port of a host

changes, the old entry remains. As a result, the data

packets cannot reach the new location of the host.

(b) Route Delay: The authors of NICE suggest that bidirec-

tional paths should be installed together. Supposing that

Host A sends a packet to Host B, the address of Host
A should be learned. When Host B sends a packet back

to Host A, pyswitch will install a flow entry about route

B → A. However, the route A → B will be installed

only when another Packet-In message (containing the data

packet from A to B) is sent to the application. This delay

increases communication costs and is less rational.

(c) Forwarding Loop: There is no spanning tree algorithm

used by pyswitch. Thus, a forwarding loop will form when

this application works under a topology with a cycle.

To retain the uniqueness of the test standard, we also test

LearningSwitch with the same test cases. We find Blackhole
and Forwarding Loop but not Route Delay. LearningSwitch
fixes this fault by installing the reverse route.

2) Stateful Firewall:
(a) Host Exposure: The simplest implementation adds the

external hosts accessed by internal hosts to the trusted list.

Then, the external hosts can access every internal host.

(b) Port Exposure: If we save connected host pairs, all the

ports of an internal host are exposed to the external host

in the same pair.

(c) Protocol Exposure: If we save <src ip, dst ip, src port,

dst port> as connection information, an external host can

send UDP packets to the port used for a TCP connection.

The simplified versions of Secure Stateful Firewall have

design flaws. However, the original version of the Secure

Stateful Firewall records <src ip, dst ip, src port, dst port,

protocol>; therefore, it does not have these flaws.

B. Test generation for implementation bugs
For implementation bugs, we should perform our generation

based on partial composition and topology to derive test

sequences for implementation bugs.
In the stateful firewall application, each connection is inde-

pendent of the other connections. Therefore, it is not necessary

to compose the component state machines. Furthermore, its

topology with one switch is so simple that we do not need

to perform Sym-Simplification or Simulated Execution of the

topology. As a result, in this subsection, we only discuss the

test generation of the MAC-Learning application.
We have identified the design flaw, Blackhole, in Section

VII-A. For simplification, we can further omit the transitions

about hosts moving in the state machines of the MAC-

Learning model. We use the topology in the middle of Fig.7

for testing. According to the symmetry simplification on the

topology stated in Section VI-B, we can only process the host

pairs A/B and A/C in this topology. We use A/B as an example,

where the partial composition is shown in Fig.9. Because the

composition is an FSM, we can employ FSM test generation

to generate the single test sequences. We finally generate

29 single test sequences containing 114 inputs, covering all

transitions and states of the composition.
Table II shows the state space of MAC-Learning with and

without partial composition (denoted as PC) and symmetry

simplification on the topology (denoted as SS). Our method

can significantly reduce the state space.

TABLE II
COMPARISON OF STATE SPACE

Global Composition Only PC SS & PC
states 513 15 10

We can generate 29 extended test sequences containing 290

test events (inputs) from single test sequences. The extended

test sequences cover all nodes in the topology. Consequently,

our method can systematically cover both the compositions of

selected components and the nodes in the topology.

C. Results and Comparison
We insert several bugs, one at a time, into the source codes

of the implementations. These bugs are general faults such as
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incorrect variable values, missing statements, and unreachable

conditional branches. According to Section II, we want to

compare our method with other works based on both white-

box and black-box testing methods. We choose NICE and

STS, typical testers in each area, for comparison. There is no

explicit method to ensure coverage through developing user-

defined network invariants (or properties); therefore, we do

not change the rules of NICE and STS. As stated in Section

I, the test capabilities of both NICE and STS depend on the

invariants (or properties). It is difficult for them to expose the

implementation bugs that do not violate network invariants (or

properties). As expected, neither NICE nor STS can find all

the inserted implementation bugs. In contrast, our method can

expose both design flaws and implementation bugs.

1) MAC-Learning: We insert 7 bugs.

(a) No LLDP Filter: BUG I in Section III,

(b) No Learning: Flooding without learning addresses,

(c) No Flooding: No Packet-Out-Flood messages sending,

(d) Bad Port Learned: Learning inport+1 instead of inport,
(e) Both Learned: Learning both the destination and source

addresses of data packets as their source addresses,

(f) Incorrect in port in Flow-Mod: Sending Flow-Mod

messages with inport+1,

(g) Incorrect in port in Packet-Out: BUG II in Section III.

For comparison, we use NICE and STS to test pyswitch
and LearningSwitch. The results are shown in Table III. The

symbols + and − denote that the flaw or bug can and

cannot be detected by the tester, respectively. NICE cannot

test applications not operating under NOX-Classic.

TABLE III
TEST RESULTS OF MAC-LEARNING

No. Faults
pyswitch LearningSwitch

NICE STS Ours STS Ours
1 Blackhole + + + + +
2 Route Delay + - + NA NA
3 Forwarding Loop + + + + +
4 No LLDP Filter - - + - +
5 No Learning + + + + +
6 No Flooding + + + + +
7 Bad Port Learned - + + + +
8 Both Learned + - + - +
9 Bad Flow-Mod + + + + +

10 Bad Packet-Out - - + - +

Fault No. 2 is not found in LearningSwitch. Therefore, we

record the corresponding results as NA (not available). Neither

NICE nor STS can find faults No. 4 and No. 10 because these

faults do not violate the testers’ network invariants. Fault No.

7 will lead to crashing of NICE’s symbolic engine. Fault No.

8 breaks the learning feature of the applications. NICE can

catch this fault as a Route Delay. STS cannot catch this fault

because it cannot identify the incorrect Flow-Mods from the

correct Flow-Mods.

2) Stateful Firewall: We insert 8 bugs.

(a) Incorrect action in Packet-Out: The forwarding port is

incorrect in the action of the Packet-Out,

(b) Incorrect in port in Packet-Out : The in port is incor-

rect in the Packet-Out,

(c) Incorrect packet in Packet-Out: The packet content is

incorrect in the Packet-Out,

(d) Incorrect action in Flow-Mod: The forwarding port is

incorrect in the action of the Flow-Mod,

(e) Incorrect in port in Flow-Mod: The in port is incorrect

in the Flow-Mod,

(f) Incorrect TP match in Flow-Mod: The transport port is

incorrect in the match of the Flow-Mod,

(g) Incorrect IP match in Flow-Mod: The IP address is

incorrect in the match of the Flow-Mod,

(h) Duplicate Flow-mod: There are two duplicate Flow-Mod

messages being sent one by one.

Table IV shows the results. Because NICE can only operate

under NOX-Classic, we only compare with STS.

TABLE IV
TEST RESULTS OF STATEFUL FIREWALL

No. Faults
Secure Stateful Firewall
STS Ours

1 Host Exposure - +
2 Port Exposure - +
3 Connection Exposure - +
4 Incorrect action in Packet-Out - +
5 Incorrect in port in Packet-Out - +
6 Incorrect packet in Packet-Out - +
7 Incorrect action in Flow-Mod + +
8 Incorrect in port in Flow-Mod + +
9 Incorrect TP match in Flow-Mod - +
10 Incorrect IP match in Flow-Mod + +
11 Duplicate Flow-mod - +

STS has no specified property for stateful firewalls, and its

test traffic is composed of ARPs and ICMPs. This means that

STS is not suited for testing stateful firewall. As shown in

Table IV, STS misses most of the faults. In our method, if a

field of a message is incorrect, the test case will fail. Users

can identify bad fields through the logs.

VIII. CONCLUSION

In this paper, we propose a formal black-box testing ap-

proach for SDN applications. Our approach has many ad-

vantages. First, our test framework can expose both design

flaws and implementation bugs. Second, our IT-EFSM model

is suited for modeling SDN applications’ behaviors. Third,

our method can generate tests systematically covering the

model. Finally, we apply our approach to the testing of SDN

applications and compare our approach with other typical

testers. The results prove the validity of our approach. In

future work, we will take multiple applications into account

and apply our method to more existing SDN applications.
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